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under the name of Vidhata, the supposition being that he is on
that day employed in recording the various incidents of the
child's future career by writing them on the forehead of the
skull A piece of blank paper, a pen, and an inkstand, are
placed in order for the use of Vidhata, but care is taken that
the ink shall be red, not black, that the letters traced by the
hand of destiny may be of the auspicious colour On the
same day strings or chains made of silver or gold, and called
' Kundoro,' are tied round the loins, hands, and feet of the
child
On the thirteenth day after its birth the child acquires a
name The first letter of it is fixed by the astrologer The
names of relations must be avoided, as well as those of an-
cestors, but Rajpoots sometimes give the names of their own
fathers to their children Under these restrictions the name is
determined by the father's sister, who is called Phye Four
women, taking each of them a leaf of the sacred fig tree m
their hands, raise the child in a cloth, which they hold by the
corners, and move about, repeating, seven times, a barbarous
rhyme —
With this cloth and peepul leaf
The Phye has fixed the name of	
The women and children are then regaled with sweetmeats
Within a year and a quarter of the birth the relations are
once more called together to witness the ceremony called
' Unnprashun,' performed on the child's first tasting farina-
ceous food Brahmins once more worship the Gotruj, and
kindle the sacred sacrificial fire In order to determine the
course of life which the child is to follow, they set before it the
insignia of several professions —
That which first the child doth touch,
Vessel, money, weapon, or book,
The livelihood of the child
By that same will be procured
The vessel probably alludes to cooking, if the Goozerat
proverb may be taken as a guide, which celebrates the accom-
plishments of him who can handle
The pen, the ladle, or the spear

